BIG BLOCK BATTLERS
Super G+ Cars attack a twisty torture track. Total performance for the discriminating racer. Loads of fun for the novice.

FEATURES:
- UL approved power pack
- Finger tip 'Pro' controllers
- Realistic buildings
- Lap counter
- Squeeze track
- Twisty curving action
- Super G+ race cars

PACK: 3
WEIGHT: 24.6
CUBE: 4.3
PART NO: 9117

40 FEET OF TRACK

CLUB RACERS
Welcome to the world of AFX Racing! A hobbyist's dream come true. Detail, quality, and state of the art performance designed especially for the 'Buff'.

FEATURES:
- UL approved power pack
- Finger tip 'Pro' controllers
- Realistic buildings
- AFX racing turbo racers

PACK: 6
WEIGHT: 26
CUBE: 3.0
PART NO: 9116

15.7 FEET OF TRACK

INFINITY
Figure-8 Action! A great starter set or a fun set for the experienced racer.

FEATURES:
- UL approved power pack
- Finger tip 'Pro' controllers
- AFX racing turbo racers

PACK: 6
WEIGHT: 22.6
CUBE: 3.0
PART NO: 9111

8.5 FEET OF TRACK
AFX Racing Turbo cars are the "workhorses" of the AFX line. These beautiful scale racers are economically priced and ready for action. The detailing and performance is outstanding - making Racing Turbo Cars a long standing favorite with consumers.

Racing Turbo Cars are the best performance value in H.O. racing.

Awesome performance! AFX Super G+ Cars are brutally fast. In addition to straight line speed, advanced magnet technology enables Super G+ cars to handle the curves like no other H.O. scale racer. The result of all this speed and handling is FUN!
Primus, the ultimate statement in H.O. scale slot car racing. Performance and beauty combined to create the most impressive cars ever made. Primus cars are so realistic, you'll feel as if you were in the cockpit racing at LeMans.

Primus cars come packaged in a miniature interlocking "Pit" ready to race. These limited addition racers are sure to become major collectors items. Check out Primus today and experience the realism of AFX Racing.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Only AFX gives the hobbyist a full range of parts and accessories. We have the track needed to build lane layouts, chicanes & hairpins. Plus we have novelty track such as our crossover & squeeze track.

Spare parts for the cars are readily available with our Tune-Up Kits for both the Racing Turbos & G+ cars. AFX has the world of H.O. covered!